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So, words have certain meanings and they do change.., there is no question about

that. This may be netthe-rrr different kind of form... I do not know, but

Words have certain meanings throughout... but necessarily does not have the

same .mieaningsfor Isaiah. And so, words do change... There is no question about that

this may be different kind of form... things like thorns, briers and thistles...

/... of the course the King James says ...,I they were very familiar with

there again... I heard Dr. Montgomery who was in Pennsylvania... in the

volume of the International Christian Novel.., say that it is difficult

today to get a group of Christian men who are familiar with ... e3-he-- what the

Jewish commentary... but of course, the Jewish commentary was ... largely

of faith ... and it was written by people centuries ago ... there is nothing

in. Isaiah... so that they would have a tradition ... then their land may have

some similar ... But just how active they are I do not know. At least they

were aware of the- what these people thought of ... they did not know what, they

knew ... . Them of course the president will greet .. . we have, the importance

of ... of course, there, it is not difficult to say what a word means. .. just like

I was climbing up a mountain one time, and I found, that there was a case where

a commentary has errors.., there it is AS so difficult to have ... of course,

there it is rx t so difficult to ... what a word means .... It Is. Just like ... I found
if ; you wet the paper and then

that there is a case where a commentary has errors on . ../444/the pap4r dries

it becomes stiff as a result of
that

the ... but when you think about plants and animals,/, you do not have in your area,

it is pretty hard to do in . Some of them are easy and some of them. are

difficult in Greek, too. There may be several different interpretations , etc.
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